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ABSTRACT 
Luminosities and effective temperatures are calculated for 17 nonvariable yellow giants and supergiants and 
nine Cepheids which were previously identified as members of open clusters. These stars are identified as being 
in the helium core burning stage of evolution. A comparison with the predictions of pulsation theory does not 
show any disagreement. O n  the other hand, several comparisons with the theory of stellar evolution produce 
discrepancies which suggest that effects neglected in the calculations may play an  important role in the evolu- 
tion of these stars. 
Subject headings: clusters: open - stars: Cepheids - stars: evolution - stars: supergiants 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The yellow giants and supergiants are of interest both in 
connection with the theory of stellar evolution and the theory 
of stellar pulsation. Most of these stars are in the helium core 
burning stage and have evolved back into the yellow giant 
region from the red giant branch. Their location in the H-R 
diagram thus constrains post-main-sequence evolutionary 
models. Furthermore, in this region there is a mass-luminosity 
relation, while nearer to the Hayashi limit we would expect 
more mixing of masses at a given luminosity. Thus, compari- 
sons with theory are less ambiguous for these stars. Since 
Cepheid variables are of this type, the yellow giants are also of 
interest in connection with the location of the instability 
region. 
It is difficult to obtain accurate luminosities, intrinsic colors, 
temperatures, and ages for field yellow giants. Those in open 
clusters are therefore of special interest. Unfortunately, the 
number of such stars for which cluster membership is well 
established is relatively small, and many dubious cases exist. 
To improve this situation a survey was undertaken to locate 
likely cluster members. The results were discussed in Paper I 
(Schmidt 1984~).  In that paper 22 likely cluster yellow giants 
(20 of which are nonvariables) were identified. These stars, 
together with Cepheids known to be cluster members, are used 
in the present paper to discuss several questions of interest to 
stellar evolution and pulsation. These include the questions of 
what fraction of stars in the Cepheid instability strip are non- 
variables, the location of the edges of the instability strip, the 
distribution of stars in the yellow giant region as compared 
with the predictions of theory, the location of helium core 
burning stars in the H-R diagram with respect to core hydro- 
gen burning stars of the same age, and the typical age spread of 
stars in individual clusters. 
11. LUMINOSITIES AND EFFECTIVE TEMPERATURES 
In Paper I we identified 22 stars which are likely members of 
clusters. Two of these are variables. Star 7400P in NGC 6067 is 
a Cepheid with a period of 11.5 days (Eggen 1983a), while HR 
451 1 in Stock 14 is either a long-period Cepheid or a Cepheid- 
like variable (Eggen 1983b). Additionally, NGC 752 is older 
than is appropriate to this sample, and this cluster is omitted 
from the present discussion. The 17 remaining yellow giants 
are listed in Table 1. 
Because many of the clusters in Table 1 are in crowded 
regions and have variable extinction, the distance moduli and 
color excesses are difficult to determine. The four-color and HP 
photometric system is useful in such cases because it is capable 
of producing accurate color excesses and distance moduli for 
individual B stars. There is only one cluster in Table 1, NGC 
2546, which has not been studied in that system. The last 
column of the table contains references to the photometry. In 
each case the B stars in the cluster were used to determine the 
distance modulus and color excess from the calibration of 
Crawford (1978). These are given in the third and fourth 
columns. When there is appreciable variation of the extinction 
over the cluster face, the best value for the yellow giant was 
found by interpolating among nearby stars. In such cases there 
is an estimate of the error involved following the color excess. 
The absence of an estimated error indicates the the extinction 
is constant and the error should be less than 0.01 mag in 
E(b - y). For NGC 2546 we have used the distance modulus 
(corrected to a Hyades distance modulus of 3.3) and color 
excess obtained by Becker and Fenkhart (1971) from broad- 
band photometry. 
In Table 2 we list a number of clusters containing Cepheid 
variables. These clusters were used to calibrate the period- 
luminosity-color relation (Schmidt 1984b). This list does not 
contain all those Cepheids which have been suggested for 
cluster membership. However, it does include those with rea- 
sonably well-established membership and is likely to be as 
complete as the present nonvariable yellow giant list. All of 
these clusters have been observed in the four-color and HP 
system, and the distance moduli and color excesses from 
Schmidt (1984b) were used. They are consistent with those in 
Table 1. 
Visiting Astronomer at Kitt Peak National Observatory and Cerro Tol- 
For each star in Tables l and 2 we list the absolute magni- 
olo Inter-American Observatory which are operated by the Association for tude and intrinsic Most of the photometric data 
Research in Astronomv. Inc.. under contract from the National Science Foun- for Table 1 comes from Paper 1. When this is not the case 
dation. the footnotes give the sources of the colors and magnitudes. 
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